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A HOLONOMY PROOF OF THE POSITIVE

CURVATURE OPERATOR THEOREM1

W. A. POOR

Abstract. Extending work of Bochner-Yano and M. Berger, D. Meyer proved that

if the curvature operator of a compact, oriented, Riemannian manifold M has

positive eigenvalues, then M is a rational homology sphere. Here a proof is given

using Chern's holonomy formula for the Laplacian on M; for completeness, a

quick proof of Chern's formula is included.

Chern [3] showed that the Hodge theory of compact Kahler manifolds is a

special case of a general phenomenon; by reinterpreting Weizenböck's formula for

the Laplacian of a Riemannian manifold in terms of the holonomy group of the

manifold, he was able to simplify many of the classical cohomology calculations on

Kahler manifolds, while simultaneously exhibiting other geometric structures for

which similar theorems hold.

In this note Chern's formula is used to simplify the proof of the following result.

Theorem. // M" is an oriented, compact Riemannian manifold with positive definite

curvature operator, then M is a rational homology sphere.

Bochner and Yano [2], [7] proved that if the eigenvalues of the curvature

operator of M lie in the interval [\, 1], then by Weizenböck's formula,

/<Au,a)>^-22'+1>/||u||>
JM ¿ JM

for an /--form p on M. Thus Hr(M; R) is zero for r = 1, 2, . . ., n — 1.

Berger [1] observed that for a form ¡i of degree 2, the integral over M of <A/t, u>

could be estimated from below in terms of the minimum X of the eigenvalues of the

curvature operator; this proved that H2(M; R) is zero if the curvature operator of

M is positive definite. He then asked whether this hypothesis implies the vanishing

of Hr(M; R) for 0 < r < n.

This question was answered affirmatively by Meyer [6]. Subsequently, Gallot and

Meyer [4] obtained the sharp estimate

[ <AfL,lL)>Xr(n-r)[ \\t\\2 (1)
J M JM

for all r-iorms on M, which makes the proof of the theorem completely obvious.
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In this note, inequality (1) will follow from Chern's holonomy formula for the

Laplacian by comparison of <Ap, p> with the Laplacian on the sphere of curvature

X. For completeness, a quick derivation of Chern's formula is included; cf. also

Weil [8].

The author would like to thank Sylvain Gallot and Daniel Meyer, as well as the

referee, for informing him of the thesis of Maillot [5], which contains calculations

quite similar to some of those in this note.

1. Chern's formula for the Laplacian. Fix an r-form p on M. Given a point p in

M, vectors vx, . . . , vr in Mp, and an orthonormal basis {e,} for Mp, define

n        r

%(vx, . . ., vr) :=   2    2 {F-{e¡, vj)n)(vx, ..., Vj_x, e¡, vJ+x, ..., vr).
i~\ j-\

Weizenböck's formula states that

<Ap, p> = iA|| pH2 + IIVpll2 + (%, p>. (2)

If u and v are tangent vectors on M atp, then it is well known that

R(u, v)n = -p o R(u, v) = -'R(u, ü)(p),

where we use the natural extension of R(u, v) E End(Mp) to a derivation of ArMp,

and then take the transpose to get an element of TLnd(ArM*).

Now suppose that the holonomy group of M is the Lie subgroup G of SO(n).

The holonomy algebra Q(Mp) c o(Mp) can be embedded into A2Mp by

(X, u A v}^Mp := (X(v), u/Mf,       X E a{Mp), u,vE Mp.

Let {Xa} be an orthonormal basis for Q(Mp); because of the equality R(u, v) =

2a<R(u, v), Xa)Xa = Za(R(Xa)v, ">*«>

n r

%(VX, . . . , Vr) - - 2      2     2 (R(Xa)VJ> «!>*«( **)("!. • • • ' Vl' ei> °J*l> ■ • • ' Vr)
1-1 j-\   «

= -1,('R(:xa)'xan)(vx,...,vr).
a

Thus

<Ap, ̂ (p) = (iA|| pH2 + ||Vp||2)(p) + 2 <'*>, 'R(X*)H>
a

since R(Xa) is skew-symmetric; this is Chern's formula.

2. Proof of the positive curvature operator theorem. Assume the notation of §1.

Let all the eigenvalues of R be greater than or equal to X > 0. Fix p E M and

choose an orthonormal basis {Xa} for o(Mp) » A2Mp. Since (R(Xa), Xa) > X > 0

for all a,

2<'i?(^)p,'A-ap>>X2llXMll2. (3)
a a

It also follows that the holonomy algebra Q(Mp) equals o(Mp), which allows us to

calculate the right-hand side of (3) on any appropriate space. Isometrically identify

Mp with the tangent space 5?" at some point q in the «-sphere S"; p^ corresponds to
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the value r¡q of some r-form tj on S". By [7, §4.1], A17 = -div Vtj + r(n — r)ij, so

U'X^U2 = <An + div Vr,, v}(q) = r(n - r)\\r,q\\2 = r(n - r)||^||2.

Thus,

<AM, M> > iA|| MU2 + ||VM||2 + Xr(n - r)\\ ,t||2.

Integration over M now yields inequality (1).
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